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Project descripGon
Overview:

As ar8ficial intelligence (AI) has become more widely deployed in workplaces, schools, hospitals, and homes, many
are concerned about the realized and poten8al harms of the technology. The phrase “trustworthy AI” has become
ubiquitous in AI ethics statements published by governments, tech companies, and civil society groups. Although the
defini8on of trustworthy AI varies, common principles include beneficence, non-maleficence, autonomy, jus8ce, and
explicability [1]. The buzz around trustworthy AI has produced a trove of research on designing algorithms that the
public will trust. Proposals typically call for technical solu8ons such as developing models to align with human values,
audi8ng models for bias and safety, and crea8ng documenta8on of training data and models [2]. 

While these technical solu8ons are important, focusing on them exclusively ignores human users' subjec8ve
percep8ons and experiences of those impacted by AI systems. This book project argues that building and deploying
“trustworthy AI” requires the public to trust the ins8tu8ons behind these AI systems. Unfortunately, distrust in
ins8tu8ons, including governments and tech companies, has become widespread around the world. I take a mixed-
methods approach using surveys, experiments, and case studies to show how ins8tu8onal distrust could hinder both
the regula8on of AI systems and the use of beneficial AI. 
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Audience: 

I plan to write this book to reach an audience both in academia and beyond. The book will interest scholars and
students from disciplines as diverse as public policy, poli8cal science, informa8on science, science and technology
studies, sociology, law, and computer science. Instructors can assign the book for courses on technology policy/law,
AI ethics, computer science and ethics, and human-computer interac8on. Given the 8meliness of the subject maQer,
this book will also aQract a readership among policymakers, journalists, and civil society groups.

Table of contents:

Chapter 1: This introductory chapter explains how current proposals for building trustworthy AI from tech companies
and governments focus extensively on technological standards while neglec8ng ins8tu8onal trust. 

Chapter 2: This chapter theorizes that the public’s trust in AI cannot be divorced from their trust in tech companies,
governments, and other actors building and deploying the technology. Furthermore, I discuss the concept of
reputa8onal spillover: the general reputa8on of an ins8tu8on can influence how the public view AI built or deployed
by that ins8tu8on. 

Chapter 3: This chapter provides empirical evidence through original survey and experimental data (from the US and
the EU), along with case studies, to show that trust in AI systems is linked to trust in the ins8tu8ons building and
deploying the technology. My research findings also raise a dilemma for the governance of AI: the public some8mes
places more trust in tech companies than the governments that are tasked with regula8ng the technology [3]. 

Chapter 4: Ability, benevolence, and integrity are three factors theorized to increase perceived trustworthiness [4].
Through case studies, I show that tech companies, governments, journalists, and civil society groups are contes8ng
the assessment of these three quali8es in specific AI systems and AI in general. As a result, the public becomes
uncertain whether they can trust specific AI systems or AI in general. 

Chapter 5: This chapter explores how public distrust -- some8mes warranted and some8mes not -- in governments,
scien8sts, and technology has led to poor outcomes in climate change mi8ga8on and the Covid-19 response. I draw
lessons from these two policy challenges and apply them to AI governance. 

Chapter 6: This chapter highlights the two poten8al dangers of deploying AI systems in a low-trust environment:
coercion and cynicism. Although the public may not trust unsafe or discriminatory AI systems, they are compelled to
be surveilled and evaluated by these systems through economic or poli8cal coercion. On the other hand, cynicism
could lead the public to feel unmo8vated to fight for their rights or to reject AI applica8ons that could be beneficial to
society. I conclude by proposing solu8ons that could empower the public to demand a say in AI governance. 
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